
Heritage Lottery Fund 
Schedule of Decisions under delegated powers to Head of HLF East of England on 24 November 2015 

Our Heritage 

Item Project Title Project Description Applicant Decision 

1.  The Rendlesham 
Collection of Anglo-
Saxon archaeology 

To acquire the Rendlesham Collection, the result of a major archaeological research project at 
Rendlesham in Suffolk. This project has confirmed the location of the Anglo-Saxon palace 
mentioned by the historian Bede and is now recognised as an internationally important site. The 
finds represent a body of evidence for an important settlement where skilled metalworkers were 
producing luxury goods, foreign imports were readily available and large quantities of coinage 
were changing hands.  

Colchester and 
Ipswich 
Museum 
Service 

Award Grant of 
£31,000 (37%) 

2.  Wartime in Fenland To capture and share stories of the communities of Fenland during the Second World War 
through research, recording oral histories and learning materials for schools. The findings will be 
used to produce an historical role play, based in Wisbech Castle, for local primary school 
children, loan boxes and workshop materials to support teaching, a series of walking trails in 
Wisbech and district car trails for the general public.  

Cambridgeshire 
Environmental 
Education 
Service 

Reject 

3.  Thurrock 100 
'Heritage Walking and 
Talking' 

As part of the Thurrock 100 Walking and Talking Festival - a series of walks of varied lengths 
totalling 100 miles developed with volunteers that invite the wider community to see, hear and 
speak about heritage on the move. Local people will identify 100 heritage stories initiated by a 
programme of community-led heritage talks that will then be interpreted through writings and 
drawings by school children and community participants.  

Kinetika Award Grant of 
£64,000 (96%) 

4.  Scene Change at 
Studio Way 

To celebrate MGM in Borehamwood by creating an innovative interpretation trail that uses the 
veteran trees on the historic site to bring the history alive. There will be improved access to make 
visitors feel more welcome and work will be carried out with volunteers to conserve the surviving 
landscape features. 

Hertsmere 
Borough Council 

Award Grant of 
£62,600 (66%) 

5.  Experiencing and 
Understanding the 
Plantation Garden 

Working with partners to: open up new participatory opportunities for children; reveal hidden 
elements of the Garden's wildlife and natural history; appreciate its unique historical context; 
allow access to parts of the Garden presently off limits; and provide a comprehensive visitor 
guide using virtual technology. These will involve input from a range of specialist sources working 
in collaboration with volunteers to prepare materials including: project briefs; interactive guide 
books; display materials; and web-based information and activities. 

Norwich 
Plantation 
Garden 

Award Grant of 
£38,800 (72%) 

6.  Acquisition of Greens 
Land with training and 
learning 

To acquire 1.9 hectares of grassland, wet scrub and ditches that lies in the core of the 
Thelnetham Fens Site of Special Scientific Interest. Conservation management (fencing for 
grazing, installation of monitoring etc), a programme of learning and participation activities based 
on the land.  Complete a conservation management plan to specify the long term restoration and 
maintenance of the site. 

Little Ouse 
Headwaters 
Project 

Award Grant of 
£78,600 (82%) 



First World War – then and now 

Item Project Title Project Description Applicant Decision 

7.  To Work with Essex 
Colleges to Research 
and Recreate a WW1 
Pilot Trainer 

The WW1 Pilot Trainer was called a Rocking Nacelle and was the first flight simulator. Working 
with Colchester Institute a team of 18 technical student volunteers, the project aims to recreate 
this for the public to experience a World War 1 flight simulator at Stow Maries Great War 
Aerodrome. The project will include research and engage the local community and create a 
practical project for students and volunteers, provide a local perspective on WW1 history and 
provide a wider visitor heritage experience.  

WW1 Aviation 
Heritage Trust 

Award Grant of 
£9,900 (89%) 

Sharing Heritage 

Item Project Title Project Description Applicant Decision 

8.  Environment and 
heritage community 
programme 

For residents to come together at a series of monthly heritage events in the old village school 
building. Each event will begin with a presentation on a particular subject of local heritage 
interest and this will be followed either by related activities on site or by a guided visit to a related 
site nearby. Subjects will include buildings of historical interest, local traditions, geology, early 
history, wildlife and the natural environment.  

Stibbington 
Centre Greener 
Future Trust 

Reject 

9.  Luton Hoo Memorial 
Park garden 
restoration 

To support a team of volunteers with mental health issues to reinstate a rockery and herbaceous 
border in Luton Hoo Memorial Park in line with the Park's original concept. This will include book 
research of the Park and capturing people's memories, building a rockery, planting up the 
herbaceous border with plants as close to the originals as possible, preparing information 
signage for the plants, keeping a photographic record of progress and holding a launch event. 

Mind BLMK 
(Bedfordshire, 
Luton, Milton 
Keynes) 

Award Grant of 
£9,300 (100%) 
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